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Abstract—Vehicular communications have recently
attracted considerable attention due to a range of new
applications and value-added features. Compared to
conventional communication systems, vehicular com-
munications suffer from more grave challenges due
to the high-Doppler spread caused by the mobility
of vehicles. In this context, index modulation (IM)
constitutes a promising design alterative for vehicular
communications due to its appealing benefits. A key
feature of IM is that it conveys the information bits by
using the specific indices of the transmit resources, such
as antenna indices, subcarrier indices, precoder indices
and channel-path indices. The resultant transmit sig-
nals tend to be sparse in one or several of the resource
domains, which increases their robustness and reduces
the detection complexity. In this article, we introduce
the basic IM concept and highlight the applications
of IM in the context of road vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), conventional railway
and high-speed train communication systems. Finally,
some design challenges of IM-based vehicular commu-
nications are listed for future studies.

Index Terms—High-speed train (HST), multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO), vehicular communica-
tions, index modulation (IM).

I. Introduction

ADVANCED vehicular systems have recently at-
tracted a great deal of attention. High-speed train

(HST) systems have been developed in many countries
to connect major cities, which travel at the speed of
300 km/h. In 2016, some countries have started research
on a new type of magnetic levitation based train that
can reach 600 km/h, while the SpaceX company has
initiated the ’Hyperloop’ project aiming for supersonic
speeds of up to 1200 km/h. Moreover, multiple com-
panies, including Google and Volvo, have been test-
ing self-driving cars on public roads for several years
and recently the world’s first public self driving taxi
has been launched (http://www.bbc.com/news/business-
37181956). These new vehicular systems impose more
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stringent reliability requirements on the supporting com-
munication services, in order to improve the safety and
comfort. One of the most challenging tasks in this context
is to conceive suitable physical-layer transmission tech-
nique [1].

For this research objective, previous study is much
fruitful [1]. For example, the concepts of multi-antenna and
multi-carrier techniques have been introduced into vehic-
ular communications, such as the multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) and orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (OFDM) schemes. On the one hand, these tech-
niques have the potential of increasing the degrees of free-
dom with objective of tackling the highly dynamic nature
of vehicular channels. More recently, in order to further
improve the stringent reliability and rate requirements of
vehicular communications, large-scale MIMO techniques
have been introduced.

In general, the high-velocity vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
scenarios are more challenging than the well-understood
conventional fix-to-mobile (F2M) transmissions. With the
increase of speed, the wireless MIMO vehicular channel be-
comes much more complicated, where the effect of the mu-
tual electromagnetic coupling between different antenna
elements and the spatio-temporal correlation [1] also has
to be considered 1. Hence, the conventional MIMO-aided
or OFDM techniques suffer from more grave problem-
s, such as the Doppler-induced inter-carrier interference
(ICI), inter-antenna interference (IAI) and inter-antenna
synchronization. Moreover, the road traffic and railway
systems jointly form an integrated transportation net-
work, where not only vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and
V2V, but also train-to-train (T2T), train-to-infrastructure
(T2X), and train-to-vehicle (T2V) or even drone-to-drone
and plane-to-plane communications will be included [1].
This makes the services in the vehicle network become
more diverse and refined, in order to satisfy the safety-
oriented and integrity-oriented demands.

For the sake of satisfying these demanding application
scenarios and for innovatively exploiting the degrees of
freedom of multiple antennas (space-domain) and multiple
carriers (frequency domain), recently the family of index
modulation (IM) techniques have been proposed [2], [3].
Specifically, IM relies on the generalized on/off keying
principle applied to any of the available signal resource
domains, in order to modulate the information bits on
to the indices of the transmit resources. In general, the
transmit signals of IM generated in the employed resource
domains tend to be sparse. Moreover, IM techniques are

1It is worth noting that the modeling of the MIMO vehicular
channels is still a challenge, which is a vitally important research
topic.
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capable of striking attractive tradeoffs amongst the range
of conflicting system requirements, such as the rate-per-
channel-use, the reliability, the hardware cost, the com-
plexity and the energy efficiency, which provide potential
opportunities to use them in vehicular communications.

This article aims for summarizing the latest research on
IM transmission solutions for application to vehicular com-
munications, which has recently gained attention. More
important, another purpose of this article is to provide
the scientific community with an overview of the most
challenging aspects in the focused context of IM-based
vehicular communication systems and to give useful hints
about the way to tackle these challenges.

II. Principle of Index Modulation
A. Basic Model

Index modulation is a novel technique of transmitting
information bits mapped to the indices of time-, frequency-
, and spatial transmit resources [3], in addition to the
classic PSK/QAM constellations. The roots of IM can
be traced back to the early frequency- or time-hopping
techniques, which were recently extended to the spatial
domain [2]. The general system model of IM is depicted in
Fig. 1, where the information bit stream is first mapped
to the joint bit vector. Then, this vector is partitioned
into two sub-vectors, namely the index bits and the
classic bits, which are used for selecting a unique transmit
resource index (or indices) and mapped to a PSK/QAM
symbol, respectively. Based on this process, the joint bit
vector is ultimately mapped to an IM vector/matrix for
transmission, as shown in Fig. 1.

Compared to classic modulation/transmission schemes,
IM can be viewed as

• a new multi-dimensional hybrid modulation scheme,
which exploits the indices of the transmit resources
as additional dimensions, apart from the classic P-
SK/QAM.

• a novel irregular constellation design, whose constel-
lation diagram constituted by the scaled versions of
the complex-valued channel impulsive response taps.
The resultant constellation tends to be irregular and
continuous-valued.

More important, IM can be flexibly configured for
diverse system configurations. As a result, it is found
that some IM designs can be viewed as unified mod-
ulation/transmission frameworks, including many of the
previously-developed transmission arrangements as their
special cases. For example, the classic space time block
code (STBC) and the vertical Bell labs layered space-
time (VBLAST) architectures constitute special cases of
generalized space time shift keying (GSTSK) [3], where the
indices of transmit matrices are employed for bit mapping.
Moreover, IM can be jointly designed in combination with
the classic transmission schemes in order to exploit their
hybrid benefits.

Another important feature of IM is that the IM signals
are often sparse in one or several resource domains, which
can brings the following benefits:

• it can be exploited to reduce the transceiver cost
including the detection complexity, since the actual

number of activated transmit and receive responses is
indeed reduced.

• it can reduce the destructive effects and be able to
relax some stringent transmission requirements, i.e.,
ICI, IAI and the constraint of Nt ≤ Nr for spatial
multiplexing.

Moreover, in addition to the above benefits, recent
results have also shown that IM is capable of extending
the link range and cell-radius, improving the reliability of
communication, increasing the throughput of the network,
whilst mitigating the multiuser interference [2]–[4]. These
properties potentially lends the applications of IM in
vehicular communications.

B. Index Types and Examples
As shown in Fig. 1-(2), we can exploit different degrees

of freedom offered by the domains of time, frequency,
antenna-index as well as, coding schemes and their hy-
brid combinations in the context of IM [2]–[5]. In these
domains, there are various index types that can be used
for conveying information. Some notable index types docu-
mented in the literature are: (a) the index of the transmit
antennas; (b) the index of the receive antennas; (c) the
index of the subcarriers; (d) the index of the code types;
(e) the index of the channel impulsive response taps; (f)
the index of the radio frequency (RF) mirrors; etc. Based
on the specific resource domain used, we summarize these
index types in Fig. 1. Accordingly, these options corre-
spond to different IM designs, where types (a), (c) and (e)
correspond to the well-known spatial modulation (SM),
index-modulated OFDM (OFDM-IM) as well as to spatial
and time-dispersion modulation (STdM) arrangements.

To be specific, in Fig. 1-(3) we present the design details
of SM, OFDM-IM, STdM and hybrid IM schemes. As
shown in Figs. 1-(3)-(a) and 1-(3)-(b), the SM/space shift
keying (SSK), STdM and OFDM-IM rely on a similar
principle, but follow different bit-to-symbol mapping ap-
proaches, which depend on the resource domains utilized.
As a result, these IM techniques may perform differently
in terms of their BER and detection complexity. To be
specific, SSK relies exclusively on the transmit antenna
indices to convey information, whilst dispensing with the
classic PSK/QAM signaling, hence it imposes a lower
complexity than SM and STdM. By contrast, in space-time
aided IM, one out of the pre-defined space-time matrices
was activated, rather than simply activating one out of
the transmit antennas in order to disperse a PSK/QAM
symbol, which is capable of achieving a beneficial diversity
gain at the cost of a higher complexity imposed by the
associated joint space-time detection. In general, these IM
techniques have a similar equivalent system model, where
the equivalent transmit vector includes only a single (or
several) non-zero component(s). As a result, they may
rely on similar detection algorithms, such as the single-
stream based ML detector. More details concerning the
comparisons of these IMs can be found in [2].

Moreover, it is worth noting that these index types can
be combined for further improving the system’s flexibility,
as shown in Fig. 1-(3)-(d). Indeed, a specific degree of
freedom can be achieved in different ways for an IM
system by striking a compelling tradeoff among different
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Fig. 1. Index modulation: the basic model, index types and some examples.

conflicting performance factors. For example, in multi-
antenna systems, in contrast to V-BLAST which has a
high multiplexing gain, the family of SM-based schemes
may offer only a logarithmic (rather than a linear) increase
of the throughput with the number of transmit antennas.
This limits the spectral efficiency of SM, but these flexible
SM designs are capable of reducing both the number of
transmit RF chains and the detection complexity. Recent-
ly, the development of IM has been leaned forward to its
high-rate designs, as exemplified by the generalized SM
and media-based modulation (MBM) scheme [5]. Specifi-
cally, generalized SM employs the combinations of antenna
indices, while MBM relies on a number of RF mirrors near
the transmit antennas, which are used to create different
channel realizations based on the ON/OFF status of the
mirrors. As shown in [5], MBM is capable of reducing the
hardware cost, while maintaining a high throughput per
channel use.

III. Index Modulation for Vehicular
Communications

Vehicular communication is emerging as a hot topic
in both the academic and industrial research fields. The
most unique feature in vehicular communications is the
specific variety of services and its challenging propagation
conditions. In vehicular communications, some particular
factors, such as the vehicle traffic density, the spatial

correlation and the high velocity of both the transmitter
and/or the receiver, impose new challenges on the design
of physical-layer transmission techniques.

As discussed in Section II, the flexibility and versatility
of IM techniques facilitate their applications in vehic-
ular communications, since they are capable of flexibly
supporting diverse services and integrity requirements.
More importantly, their robustness and reliability benefits
can be readily exploited for combating the impairments
imposed by the rapidly fluctuating vehicular channels.

In recent years, a flurry of research activities has been
inspired by the design and the performance characteriza-
tion of index modulation techniques conceived for different
vehicular communication scenarios [6]–[13], such as the
V2I, V2V, conventional railway and high-speed railway
systems. Some potential problems routinely encountered
in vehicular communications and their promising IM-
based solutions are shown in Fig. 2. In general, for a spe-
cific vehicular scenario, different IM techniques ( and their
combinations) exhibit different features and the appropri-
ate IM technique has to be carefully selected depending
on the specific system requirements. In this section, we
review these promising advances in IM-based vehicular
communications and discuss their potential benefits.
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(EVA) channel.

A. IM for V2V Communication
V2V communication supports the wireless transmission

of data between vehicles. One of the major goals of V2V
communication is safety-related applications, such as the
prevention of accidents. IM has been recommended as a
promising solution for V2V [6], [7], since it is capable of
improving the system performance, despite reducing the
transceiver cost.

To be specific, in [6] a low-complexity version of SM
(spatial-domain IM), namely SSK, was proposed for inter-
vehicular communications, where a general V2V statistical
channel model was employed for the system’s performance
analysis. In [6], the classic Rician, Rayleigh and double-
Rayleigh channel models were also considered and closed-
form expressions of the uncoded and coded error proba-
bilities were derived. Moreover, asymptotically tight upper
bounds were derived for the average bit error probability
and the simulation results demonstrated that SSK is
capable of attaining an attractive performance in multiple
scattering channels.

In contrast to the simple 2-D channel model of [6], a
more realistic 3-D V2V MIMO vehicular channel model
was employed for investigating the bit error ratio (BER)
performance of SM [7], where the impact of vehicular
traffic density, of the Doppler effect and of the channel’s
spatial correlation was jointly considered. It was shown in
[7] that single-RF based SM strikes a better tradeoff in
terms of throughput, complexity and cost, than the full-
RF chain aided conventional MIMO arrangements, such
as STBC and V-BLAST.

B. IM for V2I Communication

V2I communication is concerned with the exchange
of information between a vehicle and the infrastructure
that may affect the vehicle, and vice versa. The primary
objective of V2I is to improve road safety as well as
to provide additional traveler information services. Apart
from the dynamically fluctuating propagation and tell-
traffic, further challenges arise due to the asymmetric
nature of the system, potentially reducing the robustness
and reliability.

To tackle these issues, sophisticated IM techniques were
proposed for V2I communication applications, by exploit-
ing their appealing benefits. Specifically, in [8] a perfor-
mance analysis framework was proposed for OFDM-IM
(frequency-domain IM) operating in high-mobility multi-
path vehicular channels. It was shown in [8] that OFDM-
IM outperforms the classic OFDM and provides a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) gain of up to 9 dB at a speed of 100
km/h for the specific setups considered.

In [9], a generalized version of OFDM-IM, namely
OFDM-based quadrature IM (OFDM-QIM), was intro-
duced for V2I communications. Compared to OFDM-
IM, OFDM-QIM independently employs the orthogonal
in-phase and quadrature domains for index modulation
and hence it becomes capable of doubling the system’s
throughput. It was found in [9] that OFDM-QIM outper-
forms the classic OFDM-IM scheme, when the appropriate
carrier frequency offset (CFO) compensation method is
adopted. Moreover, in [9] interleaving techniques were used
for dispersing fading-induced burst of errors and a novel
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OFDM-QIM combined with interleaved grouping (OFDM-
IQIM) was proposed. Specifically, similar to OFDM-QIM,
the basic idea of OFDM-IQIM is to independently perform
index modulation for both the in-phase and for the quadra-
ture components of the symbol, whilst employing inter-
leaved grouping to scatter the subcarriers of a subblock
that were equally distributed across the OFDM block. As a
result, compared to OFDM-QIM, OFDM-IQIM is capable
of reducing the subcarrier correlation in each modulation
unit and thus can improve the robustness against channel
induced subcarrier correlation.

To exemplify the benefits of frequency-domain based
IM, in Fig. 3, we compare the BER performance of OFDM
and OFDM-IM combined with interleaving for different
normalized CFOs in the classic Extended Vehicular A
(EVA) channels. In Fig. 3, the simulation setups are as
follows: the number of subcarriers is N = 1024, the sub-
carrier separation is 15 kHz, the carrier frequency is 2×103

MHz and the normalized fractional CFOs are 0, 0.03 and
0.07, respectively. In our simulations, the EVA channel
model is considered, which represents a medium delay
spread environment. Note that the EVA channel has 9
multipath components, which can be specified by their tap
delays of [0, 30, 150, 310, 370, 710, 1090, 1730, 2510] × 10−9

(ns) and their relative powers of [0, −1.5, −1.4, −3.6, −0.6,
−9.1, −7.0, −12.0, −16.9] (dB). It is observed in Fig. 3 that
frequency-domain based IM (OFDM-IM) is more robust to
CFO compared with conventional OFDM. This is due to
the fact that some sub-carriers are inactivated in OFDM-
IM scheme, as illustrated in Fig. 1-(3)b.

Note that most of the above-mentioned schemes assume
that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available
at the receiver. However, it is challenging to acquire
accurate CSI in high-speed vehicular systems. In order to
dispense with CSI-estimation, the class of differential SM
(DSM) was proposed in [10], where both point-to-point
and amplify-and-forward aided cooperative systems were
investigated in V2I channels. Theoretical and simulation
results demonstrated that DSM is capable of operating
within less than 3 dB compared to coherent SM at the
same throughput, while requiring no CSI at the receiver,
hence imposing a negligible pilot overhead.

C. IM for Railway Communication

Compared to the family of road traffic systems, light
rail, subway, intercity railway, conventional and high-speed
rail traffic systems are an alternative, more convenient and
environmental-friendly way of allowing people to travel,
which rely on sophisticated communication systems for
supporting diverse applications and services, such as T2T,
T2X and T2V applications. Hence, their system capacity
has to be improved to guarantee both high-rate Internet
access for the passengers and high-reliability train-control
signaling.

To this end, IM-based MIMO and massive MIMO
schemes were also invoked for railway communication
systems [11]–[13]. Specifically, in [11] SM was invoked
for high-speed railway communications, where a non-
stationary wideband vehicular channel model was con-
sidered and the associated space-time correlation func-
tion was invoked for characterizing the channel’s non-
stationary behavior. Moreover, in [11] the effects of realis-
tic non-ideal channel estimation on the BER performance
of MIMO channels for railway communications was inves-
tigated.

As a further advance, in [12] a hybrid SM-based beam-
forming scheme was proposed for railway communications
in the mmWave band, where uniform planar arrays are
equipped at the base station and uniform linear arrays
are evenly deployed on the roof of the train. Specifically,
in this hybrid scheme the conventional IM concept was
used to select an active transmit antenna array and then
the optimal RF beam was selected to transmit modulated
symbols in the desired angular direction. It is shown in
[12] that this hybrid analog-digital SM scheme strikes an
attractive performance versus complexity tradeoff between
the conventional SM and the full digital beamforming
scheme.

More recently, in [13] a large-scale antenna aided IM
scheme was proposed for high-speed railway communica-
tions, where the channel correlation imposed by the line of
sight (LOS) propagation may erode the multiple antenna
gain. Serendipitously, it was found that both the temporal
and the spati-temporal correlation is actually mitigated by
the high velocity of the train.
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D. IM for Power-Line based In-Vehicle Communication
IM has been extended to other advanced vehicular

communication systems as well, such as power-line based
in-vehicle communication. This novel technique uses the
power lines inside the vehicle as a transmission medium
and allows eliminating some of the wiring required for
conveying data signals. To be specific, in [14] a LDPC-
coded OFDM-IM scheme was proposed for in-vehicle pow-
er line communications, in order to combat the deleterious
effects of dispersive channels and impulsive noise, while
optimizing the energy efficiency.

In conclusion, we summarize the aforementioned IM
applications for vehicular communications in Fig. 4.

IV. Further Design Issues
As discussed in Sections II and III, the versatility of

IM renders it a key enabler for vehicular communications.
However, the research of this area is still in its infancy,
hence there are numerous open issues to solve. This Sec-
tion explores the main unresolved issues of IM designed
for vehicular communications and provides to the reader
with inspiration for tackling these issues.

A. Performance Analysis in Broadband Fading Channels
The wide-ranging studies disseminated in [6]–[14] have

characterized some of the fundamental properties and
benefits of IM techniques conceived for vehicular com-
munications. For example, different analysis frameworks
have been proposed for various IM schemes under different
vehicular channel models, i.e., the second order scattering
based propagation channels of [6] and the 3-D geometry-
based stochastic channel model of [7]. However, these
frameworks have been predominantly investigated in the
context of non-dispersive narrow-band MIMO scenarios,
whilst in practice most of the wireless channels exhibit
frequency selective properties.

Recently, the IM designs have also been extended to
the mmWave and visible light frequencies, where large
bandwidths are available. However, the corresponding
wideband channel models have to be considered in fu-
ture research in the context of vehicular communication
systems. A potential solution is to employ the moment-
generating function (MGF) for the associated analysis.

B. Other High-Rate Designs
Achieving a high reliability and high throughput is of

salient importance in vehicular communications. However,
as discussed in Section II and Fig. 1, the reliability-
versus-throughput tradeoff achieved by conventional IM
techniques may be not optimal, which may not satisfy
some specific requirements of vehicular communications.

To deal with this issue, several attractive increased-
rate as well as energy-efficient IM techniques have been
proposed. In detail, various generalized variants of SM and
OFDM-IM schemes have been introduced, including the
GSTSK, hybrid IM and MBM schemes of Section II. For
SM design, the quadrature SM (QSM), the generalized SM
(GSM) and their combinations (such as the generalized
QSM (GQSM) scheme proposed in [15]) have been recently
proposed for the sake of broadening the range of tradeoffs

in terms of rate, complexity and RF costs, as shown in
Fig. 5.

To be specific, as shown in Fig. 5, the conventional low-
rate SM and SSK schemes have a low-cost single-RF-based
transmitter, but they attain a low MIMO multiplexing
gain. QSM relies on both the in-phase and quadrature
dimensions to carry out index modulation and hence
it improves the transmit rate of conventional SM, but
it requires at least two RF chains and hence increases
the dimensionality of the underlying detection problem.
In contrast to QSM, GSM offers a linear increase of
the transmit rate, but it requires more RF chains. The
GQSM scheme of [15] is capable of further improving the
spatial multiplexing gain by dividing the total number
of the transmit antennas into sub-sets having two trans-
mit antennas for each sub-set and then employing the
QSM technique for each sub-set. Note however that its
corresponding RF cost and complexity are increased, as
depicted in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, it is interesting to see that for M = 4 the
transmit rate of GQSM is identical to that achieved by
spatial multiplexing. It is worth noting that this rate gain
is achieved using fewer RF chains, namely Nt/2 RF chains
in GQSM versus Nt RF chains in spatial multiplexing. In
other words, this is a 50% reduction in number of transmit
RF chains in GQSM compared to VBLAST.

Moreover, besides itself evolution, IM can also combined
with other high-rate techniques for further rate improve-
ment.

C. Detector Design
As briefly noted before, the coherent versus non-

coherent detection trade-offs also have to be documented,
with a special emphasis on the high-Doppler vehicular
scenarios. The fundamental problem is that every time the
vehicular speed is doubled, the pilot overhead has to be
doubled as well, hence imposing an excessive overhead.
By contrast, differentially encoded and non-coherently
detection systems impose an almost negligible overhead,
but typically require 3 dB higher SNR. However, when
they are compared under fair circumstances, assuming
that the BER curves be appropriately shifted for the pilot-
aided coherent scheme to take into account the power
assigned to the pilots, the non-coherent scheme might even
outperform its coherent counterpart. Having said that,
non-coherent schemes tend to develop an error-floor at
high Doppler frequencies, which can be mitigated with the
aid of joint multiple-symbol detection techniques relying
on sphere-detection for reducing the complexity imposed
by powerful but complex wide-window-based detection.

The performance of coherent schemes can also be im-
proved with the aid of iterative joint channel estimation
and data detection. This can also be combined with the
powerful decision-directed channel estimation, where the
receiver makes a hard-decision concerning those symbols,
which are deemed to be reliable by the channel decoder.
Provided that these symbols are indeed detected free from
errors, they can be used in the successive joint channel-
and-data estimation iterations as pilots, since they are
perfectly known.

Numerous future iterative receiver techniques can be
used for improving the performance of IM systems, such as
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Fig. 5. The complexity and rate tradeoffs of different space-domain based IM schemes, where the modulation order is 4.

turbo-synchronization and turbo-equalization. The specif-
ic choice of the most appropriate channel codes has to be
based on Extrinsic Information Transfer Charts for the
sake of achieving near-capacity operation. The employ-
ment of cooperative relaying also has to be studied along
with appropriate relay-selection techniques. Furthermore,
the design of IM-aided multi-user multi-cell systems is
entirely open.

V. Conclusions
The research efforts invested in the design of IM have

significantly increased in recent years motivated by its flex-
ibility and versatility. Throughout this article we presented
the main characteristics of IM techniques and their appli-
cations to vehicular communications. We commenced with
the basic principle of IM and some specific IM designs.
Then, we reviewed a range of recent research achievements
related to IM designed for V2I, V2V, conventional railway
and high-speed railway scenarios. Finally, we focused our
attention on some future challenges in IM-based vehicular
communication systems, which will hopefully serve as
guidelines for their future development.
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